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A Zuchswang game is a two-person perfect information game in which it 
is always a disadvantage to move. We prove that the additive structure on 
Zuchswang games is isomorphic to the diadic rational points on a half plane. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents the basic theory of a general class of two-person 
perfect information games. Simple examples are provided for illustrating 
the power of the theory in finding optimum stretagies for real games. 
The games to be considered are governed by the following rules. Two 
players alternate moves until one of them is unable to move at his turn, 
and that player loses. When a game is unending, it is considered as a tie. 
Following C. L. Bouton and J. Milnor, the sum of two games is defined 
as a compound game in which a player may move in either component 
game. And the negative of a game is defined by exchanging the positions 
of the two players. A Zuchswang game means a game in which it is always 
a disadvantage to move. Our main topic deals with describing the out- 
comes and the optimum strategies for the sum of Zuchswang games in 
terms of information about the summand games. Conway has given a 
beautiful formalization of Zuchswang games without tie-positions, which 
he calls the numerical games. Under addition, the numerical games are 
isomorphic to the diadic rational numbers (see Theorem 1.2). Conway’s 
results are now generalized to games which allow tie-positions, It turns 
out that Zuchswang games modulo a certain equivalence relation are in a 
one-to-one correspondence with the diadic rational points on a half plane 
(see Theorem 4.2), and this correspondence preserves addition. 
* Supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under the contract N00014- 
67-A-0204-0063. 
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Throughout this paper, the two game players will be called Lq3 and 
Right. Many authors including Berlekamp, Bouton, Conway, Grundy, 
Guy, Nilnor, Smith, Sprague,--have considered various two-person 
perfect information games (with or without a pay-off function) subject to 
the following finiteness condition. Every chain of legal moves, not 
necessarily alternating, must terminate. This finiteness condition has been 
designed so as to be preserved under addition of games. Let games 
satisfying this condition be called short games. Clearly no short game can 
be a tie. One observes that the sum of a short game with its negative is a 
mover-losing game, since the second player to move can always duplicate 
his opponent’s last move. The class of mover-losing games is also closed 
under addition. Thus we have the following. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Conway). Short games modulo the class of mover-losing 
games is an additive group. 
An important subgroup is the class of numerical games, in which each 
player would rather pass than move. Before the formal definition of 
numerical games, let us look at the following example. 
Hackenbmh (called Left-Right Nackenbush by the inventors Berlekamp 
and Conway). In Fig. 1, a number of rooted trees are given with each 
branch colored L or R (drawn solid or dotted, respectively). At each turn, 
a player must remove one branch of his color. The removed branch, as 
well as any other branches no longer connected to the root, are then 
removed from the tree. 
e defined as short games which share this 
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are powers of 2. Call them the diadic rationals. On these numbers we assign 
an order of “simpleness”: 
odd integers odd integers 
0, il, 42 ,..., rrtn 1..., 2 
odd integers 
, 4 )...) 
2’” “*.’ 
Thus 0 is the simplest number, both 1 and - 1 are next simplest, and so on. 
Clearly there exists a unique simplest diadic rational in every interval of 
real numbers. 
2. A numerical game g is defined together with its game value v(g), 
which is a diadic rational. Recursively a numerical game g is two finite sets 
L(g) and R(g), of previously defined numerical games such that each game 
in R(g) has a greater game value than each game in L(g). L(g) represents 
the games to which Left can move, called the left successors of g. R(g) is 
the games to which Right can move, called the right successors ofg. Finally 
v(g) is defined as the simplest diadic rational between the largest game 
value of any left successor and the smallest game value of any right 
successor. 
The greater the game value, the more the game is in favor of Left. 
If u(g) > 0, then Left can win the game g, no matter who goes first. 
Symmetrically if v(g) < 0, then Right can win. If u(g) = 0, then the 
second player to move can win. Moreover the game value is additive. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Conway). The game value function v induces a group 
isomorphism from the numerical games module the mover-losing games to 
the diadic rationals. 
From this theorem, the outcome of the sum of numerical games can be 
easily determined from information about the summand games. The most 
elegant form of the solution of Hackenbush is in [3]. It turns out that 
every diadic rational is the game value of a unique Hackenbush string. 
2. THE ZUCHSWANG PROPERTY 
The following game is a variant of Hackenbush. It allows tie-positions 
and is therefore no longer a short game. 
Double Hackenbush. A number of trees are given with each branch 
colored L or R, and some of the branches are single branches and some 
are double (see Fig. 2). At each turn, a player must pick one branch of 
his color. If a double branch is picked, it should be removed together 
with any other branches which are ihen disconnected from the root. If a 
single branch is picked, its color should be changed. 
As in Nackenbush, Double Hackenbush is a game in which it is always 
a disadvantage to move. Before we formalize this concept of “Zuchswang 
property” for all games, we need some t,erminology. 
FIG. 2. Double Hackenbush. 
A set of games is called a fiunily if it is closed under addition, negation, 
and moves. For each game g in a family 9, define 
a&g) =: {h E 9 1 Left can win the game g - h by going first}. 
pF(g) = {h E 9 / Left can win the game g - 12 by going second). 
y,p-(g) := (h E .F j L e Et can at least draw the game g - h if he goes 
first). 
S,F(g) =z (h E 9 / Left can at least draw the game g - 12 if he goes 
SWOlld). 
We say that a game f is snzn~le~ than another game g if oar C ~l,~(g), 
PF;(f> c P,&>> rF(.f) c y.rk>, and S,(j) C S,(g). Were the inclusions 
are strict inciusions. Thus the smaller the game, the less it is in favor of 
Left. A game h is called a position in another game g if g can be moved to k 
through a finite sequence of moves (not necessarily alternating). ehe 
a game to be a Ztdzswcmg game in the family .P- if, given an osition in 
the game, Left: can only move to smaller positions and can 0 
move to greater positions. In other words, a player of a Z ang ga 
can only move to positions which are more favorable to his o~~o~~~~~. 
It can be shown that numerica games are the only Zuchswang games in 
the family of short games. In particular every Hackenbush game is a 
~~~h~~an~ game in this family. 
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3. COMPARISON OF GENERAL GAMES WITH NUMERICAL GAMES 
In this section, let G denote a directed graph with two sets of edges 
colored L and R, respectively. Each vertex in G is conisdered as a game. 
At each turn a player must move from one vertex to another along an 
edge of his color. If v is such a game and f, g are two numerical games of 
equal game value, then the two games v -f and v - g have the same 
outcome. We shall therefore identifv every numerical game with its game 
value, henceforth. For example both the above two games v -f and v - g 
will be denoted as v - x, where x is the common game value off and g. 
For every vertex v in G, define 
O(V) = {x: diadic rational 1 Left can win v - x by going first}. 
/3(v) = (x: diadic rational j Left can win v - x by going second}. 
y(u) = (x: diadic rational / Left can at least draw v - x if he goes 
first). 
6(v) = {x: diadic rational j Left can at least draw v - x if he goes 
second}. 
All these four sets are Dedekind sections of diadic rationals; and we shall 
denote these sections as intervals: (-co, x), (-GO, x], (-co, co), or 4. 
Later we shall see in Theorem 4.1 that every vertex in G is a Zuchswang 
game iff U(V) C ,8(v) and y(v) C 6( v ) f or all vertices v. Let us develop some 
techniques for calculating the section-valued mappings 01, ,l3, y, 8. The idea 
is to generalize Conway’s notion of game values for numerical games. 
Notation. Recall that L(v) and R(v) are the sets of left and right 
successors of v, respectively. For every pair (0, !P) of mappings from 
vertices of G to Dedekind sections of diadic rationals, define (8, ?P)’ to be 
another such pair (7r, u) as follows. First denote Y(v) = &EL(V) Y(U) and 
X(v) = r)WER(21) e(w), where X(v) is (-co, co) when R(v) is null. If 
Y(v) 2 X(v), then define V(V) = Y(v) and o(v) = X(v). While if Y(v) C X(v), 
define n(v) = (- co, x) and u(v) = (- co, x], where x is the simplest 
diadic rational in X(v)\ Y(v). 
THEOREM 3.1. (01, PI’ = (% IQ 
ProoJ: Let v be a vertex in G. Write Y = ljusL(V) P(U) and X = 
nweRtv) a(v). When Y 2 X, we must show that Y = a(v) and X = /3(v). 
While when Y C X, we must show that a(v) = (-co, x) and p(v) = 
(- co, x], where x is the simplest diadic rational in X\ Y. The case that 
Y 1 X being trivial, we thereofre assume Y C X. 
First we show that a(v) I (-co, X) and p(v) 2 (-co, x]. Suppose the 
diadic rational x1 E (--CO, .x) and ‘Left is to move on the game u - sr . 
If x1 E Y, then Left can obviously win. While if .x1 6 Y, then x must be 
simpler than x1 and hence Left may move v -- x1 to v - ~1~ for some 
diadic rational y, E (---co, x]. Since x E X, Right would lose if he replies 
by moving L: -- p’r to w -- J’, for some w E R(U). So ight can possibly 
‘ve only if he has a move v -’ x, for some diadic rational x2 < y1 , If 
t has such a move and makes it, it becomes Left’s turn to move on 
u ~- .x2 with x2 E (--co, x). The situation becomes similar as when Left 
was to move on v - x1 . Again either Left can win the game or he can 
move to v -- y, for some ya E (- 02, x]. In the latter case, 2, - y3 is a 
similar position for Right to move as the position v - y, was. So liight 
has either to lose or to move from v - y2 to z, - xg for some x8 E (- co, x). 
And v - x3 is a similar position as v - x1 and 2, - x2 for Left to move. 
This kind of cycle of opposite moves can not go on indefinitely, because 
the diadic rational x1 represents a numerical game and numerical games 
are all short games. Within finitely many moves, Left should win the game. 
We have proved that Left can win v - x1, x1 E (-co, x), by going first 
and can win v - ,yl, y1 E (-CO, x], by going second. 
It remains to show that a(v) C (- 00, x) and ,8(v) _C (-co, x]. Suppose 
the diadic rational xr 6 (--co, X) and Left is to move on v - xr . Since 
xl 6 p(u) C (--co, x) for each u E L(v), u - x, is net a winning move for 
Left. So Left can not win unless there exists a move ZJ - y, for some 
diadic rational y, > x1 . In that case it becomes Right’s turn to move on 
21 -- yl. and y, $ (-co, x]. lf yr $ X, then Right can obviously at least draw 
the game. While if y, E X, then x is simpler than y, and hence Right may 
move 21 - yI to 0 - x2 for some x2 2 x. In the latter case, it becomes 
Left’s turn to move on D - x2 and x2 $ (-co, x). A. similar situation as 
t.he original position v - x1 has happened. This periodicity enables Right 
at least to draw the game. Therefore O!(V) c‘ (- co, x) and p(u) C (--. ao, x]. 
The next theorem follows from the second part of the above proof. 
We show by e~arn~l~ how to r~~eat~d?~ apply Theorem 3.2 to yield 
berter and better lower bounds for 0: and p. Later in Theorem 3.03 we shall 
we fh;;t CY and ,B arc actually the limits of the lower bounds so obtained. 
EXAMPLE 3.4 ~ In Figure 3, the legal moves are indicated by directed 
edges which are solid for Left and dotted for Right. 
Consider two section-valued mappings 6’ and $?, which are to be 
increased iteratively. Initially, set B(zli) = y(r:J = a) i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
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\ ; /.d- L-,l 
v=*- 
FIG. 3. Game defined on a graph. 
Write (8, Y)’ = (z-, 0). Then 7r(Q = (-co, 0) and u(vl) = (- a, 01. 
From Theorem 3.2, ~(4) C OI(U~) and u(v~) _C /3(v,). Reset e(v,) = (- co, 0) 
and Y(zQ = (- CO, O], while B(Q) and Y(Q) are left unchanged for i # 1. 
Again write (0, Y)’ = (r, a). Then rr(u,) = (-co, 1) and o(vJ = (- 00, I]. 
From Theorem 3.2, T(Q) C OI(U& and o(u,) C /I(u&. Reset e(u,) = (- co, I) 
and Y(vz) = (-co, 11, and leave I!?(Q) and Y’(Q) unchanged for i % 2. 
Then repeat this process again. On the (4k +- j)th iteration, we try to 
increase 19(vJ and Y((v?) and leave B(vJ and Y(uJ unchanged, i +j. 
We thereby obtain the following inequalities in succession, which gives 
better and better lower bounds for 01 and ,B. 
(-Co, 0) 2 4%>, (--co, 01 c P(4h (3.1) 
(-Co, 1) c 44, (-Co, 11 c P(4 (3.2) 
t-a, 11 c 44, 4 c P(vaL 
(-co, - 1) _c 4u,>, (- a, - 11 r P(Q), 
(- 00, 112 4%>, (--co, -1) cp(%lgj, 
(-a, -l/2) c I, (- co, -l/21 C p(v,j, 
(-Co, 11 2 P(~,>, (-GO, -WI i_ P(f-& 
(- 0, -l/4) c 44, (- a;o, -l/41 c P(%>, 
(- co, 11 c 4%>, (- a, - l/4) _c P(%), 
. . . 
(-Co, 11 c 44 (-a, 0) c Pm (3.3) 
(- a,01 c 4%), (-Co, 0) c PC%>. (3.4) 
Tn fact the inequalities in (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) are all equalities. 
Notation. Let U,,(V) = p,,(v) = @ for all vertices zj in G. For every 
positive integer ~1, let (a,, /3J = (oI,,-~, &J. Finally let am(u) = 
UT=:=, a,(v) and p&u) = uz=, ,&(z)) for all vertices U. 
COROLLARY 3.1. a,(v) C a(u) and &(u) C p(v) fof 011 vertices v  in G. 
Proof. The lemma follows from the following observation and 
induction on IT. Suppose 8, y, 8, Y are mappings from the vertices of C 
to Dedekind sections of diadic ration&. Let (8, TP)’ 7 (n, 0) and - -- 
(0, Y)’ = (;ij G). If B(u) C 8(u) and Y(u) C ‘Y(u) for all 11, then T(U) = 7?(v) 
and a(~) C $21) for all u. 
hMMA 3.2. (a., , /L>’ = cc%% , Pm). 
Pvooj: Let D be a vertex. Write Y,, = U1OEL(ll) and X,, = nl,,ER(u) n,(w) 
for all 72. Similarly write Y, = &EL(V) pm(u) and X, -= fi,wcR(v) G(W). 
From Lemma 3.1, one can easily deduce 
(3.5) 
an d 
Consider two cases. 
Cuse 1. Suppose “i, !Z .J’,, , Let x denote the simplest diadic rational. 
in X,’ Y, We must show that N,(U) =m I-- CO, SC) and ,& = (-co, x], 
From the equality (3.5) and Lemma 3.1, x E A’, for all sufficiently large 71. 
We claim that x is the simplest diadic rational in X,,\Ya for snffi~iei~tly 
large 77. This is obviously true if x‘ is simpler than every smaller dia.dic 
rational. So we may assume the existence of diadic rationals which are 
both simpler and smaller than .x. There can exist only finitely many such 
numbers; let the largest one among them be y. Then y E Y, ~ From the 
equality (3.6) and Lemma 3.1, 4’ E Yn for s~~~ci~~t~y large n. This justifies 
Qilh claim. Thus ~.,(11) --~ f -~ m3 x) and fin(o) =: (- rn3 .x-j for s~~ci~~lt~y 
iarge w. ~.ol~sequent~y iU,,(U) =: l co, x) and /3&) =- !-~-- iy_i; ,x]. 
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THEOREM 3.3. (01, PI = (am f Pm>. 
Proof. Because of Corollary 3.1, we need only to show that m(v) C a,(u) 
and /3(u) C &,,(u) for all vertices v. Equivalently, we prove that Left can not 
force a win in the following two kinds of situations. 
A. It is Left’s turn to move on v - x, where v is a vertex in G and x 
is a diadic rational which is not in a,(v). 
B. It is Right’s turn to move on ZJ - x, where v is a vertex in G and x 
is a diadic rational which is not in Pm(v). 
It suffices to show the following two statements. First, from any 
situation A, every Left move (if any) ends in a situation B. Secondly, in 
any situation B, Right can always move to a situation A. We shall only 
prove the first statement, the other being similar. Consider the game v - x, 
x $ M9. Let Ym = U4d M u and X, = nwpR(u) U,(V). There are > 
two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose Y, 2 X, . Then a,(v) = Y, by Lemma 3.2. If Left 
moves ~1 - x to u - x for some u E L(V), then x $ P&U) and hence u - x 
is a situation B. While if Left chooses to move to v - y, then y > x and 
hence y 4 ai,( But a,(v) = Y, > Xm . The game v - y, y > x, is again 
in situation B. 
Case 2. Suppose Y, C Xm . Let X, be the simplest diadic rational in 
X,\Y, . From Lemma 3.2, Y, _C LX,,,(V) = (-co, x,) C (-co, x,] = ,8&u). 
The assumption that x $01,(z)) simply means x > x, in this case. Thus 
x $ Y, = (JrceL(v) &(v). If Left chooses to move v - x to ZI - x for some 
u E L(v), then x $/3&v). While if he chooses to move to v - y for some 
y E R(x), then J' > x > xrn and hence y #&(v). In either case, the game 
is turned into a situation B. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let v be a vertex in G. If a(v) < ,8(v), then a(v) = 
(- CO, x) and /l(v) = (- CO, x] for some diadic rational x. 
From Theorem 3.3, the section-valued mappings 01 and /3 are simply the 
limits of 01, and pn , as yz approaches infinity. The calculation we have done 
in Example 3.1 is the same limiting process with a slight modification for 
computational efficiency. 
In the remainder of this section, we assume that there are only finitely 
many vertices in G. Then OL and p can be calculated by a finite process 
instead of the above limiting process. In fact a: and j3 can be determined 
by 0~~~ and /IN for some integer N depending on the size of 6. First we 
introduce the notion of birtlzdays of diadic rationais. Write 1 .Y / as a 
reduced quotient k/P, where m 3 0. Following Conway, the birthday 
of x is defined as 172 plus the integer part of / x j. The birthday of x will also 
be called the birthday of both the edekind sections (-co, X) and 
( - co, x]. Thus each nonnegative integer n is the birthday of Pi-l Dedeltind 
sections. ‘Let N be a positive integer. Let an infinite sequence be called 
stable if the Nth term coincides with the (IV - I)st term and unstable 
otherwise. Consider only the sequences (ol,(u)>~=,, and {Pn(~))~=,, , where o 
is a vertex in 6.11 can be proved that ifN has been chosen to be sufficiently 
large, then the birthday of the Nth term of each unstable sequence exceeds 
the birthday of the Nth term of each stable sequence by at least 2. For 
such N, CX,(V) alone is enough to determine CL(U) via the following rules. 
Rule 1. If the sequence {cx~(LI))~=~ is stable, then LX(V) = aN(2)). 
Rule 2. If (a,(~)>~~~ is unstable and LX&D) = (--03, MZ) or (-co, 1111 
for some integer m, then LX(U) = (--a, co). 
Rule 3. If (oI~(u)}~=~ is unstable and No) = (-- 00, x) or (-co, X] for 
some noninteger X, then U(U) = (- ‘;o, y), where y is the smallest diadic 
rational which is simpler and smaller than X. 
These rules remain true when cx is replaced by p. The justification for 
these rules is omitted. 
In this section, a graph shall mean a finite directed graph with two sets of 
edges colored I, and R, respectively. Again a game means a pair (v, G), 
where C is a graph and II is a vertex. At each turn a player moves along a 
directed edge of his color. Let 9 denote the family of all such games, 
which include most of the famous games such as chess, checkers,... . The 
object of this section is to study the algebraic structure of the ~uchswang 
games in this fzunily. hen them is no arn~i~~~ty about the graph, we shskll 
elvb the nQtatiQ~s k(v)? R(u), a(u), fl(v), y(v), S(v), a,,Cd, fin(v), y,(u), 
6,(v), A!$.T(C), p,(?& y,*(v); sad s,-( v which are defined in the previoils )? 
p&o Sections c I. . 
A graph is called a Z-grqd if v) C p(u) aad y(v) C 6(u) for ail vertices 7,~. 
In that case, there exist two dia c rationals I,, and T* 1 I, :<I Y, , such that 
CL(V) = (-- 33, l,), /l(v) = (- 03, l,], y(v) := (--- ~22, Y,,), and 6(u) == 
(-- a, r,;] for each 19~ Moreover. f,, < I,(, and r?,, <: ri; whenever ZI E L(u) or 
!’ E R(u). 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a Z-graph and G a graph. For each vertex v in G 
and each vertex 5 in c, the game (C;, G) $6,(v) 12 r, E c@). Similarly 
(v, G> $ ~544 iffr, 6 PC$ 
ProoJ: We prove simultaneously that I’, E ~(5) implies (v, G) $ 6,(u) 
and that I*~ e/3(.6) implies (v, G) $ Y.~(v). The proof of the converse is 
omitted because of the similarity. 
Since ~(6) = uz=,, a,(c) by Theorem 3.3, rV E a(a) means rV E c&) 
for some ~1. Similarly rV E /3(V) means ru E fi,(ti) for some n. We must show 
that Left can win the game (fit c) - (v, G) in either of the following 
situations. 
A ?5. It is Left’s turn to move and Y, E c&). 
B 12. It is Right’s turn to move and rv E P&Y). 
Clearly any Right move from B, results in a game in situation A, . So we 
simply prescribe a winning algorithm for Left in the situation A, . Consider 
two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose ru E p&ii) for some ti E L(v). Then Left should 
move to (U, G) - (v, G). 
Case 2. Suppose ru $ PnP1(LL) for any ti E L(6). Then ~~(6) = (-co, X) 
and P&) = (-co, x], where x is the simplest diadic rational in 
h7~.R~B~ ~n-lF91\Nli.Lce~ ,kL@N. Since r, E 43 = (- ~0, ~1, we know 
x $ (-co, r,] = 6(u), i.e., Left can win the game x - (0, G) by moving 
first. If y is any diadic rational which is simpler and smaller than X, then 
y E P&E) for some a E L(6) and therefore y < rV . Left can not win 
y - (0, G) by moving second in the case that y < rv . But since Left can 
win x - (v, G) by moving first, the winning move must be x - (w, G) 
for some w  E R(v). Then the algorithmic Left move to win (6, G) - (v, G) 
is (5, G) - (w, G). 
The above algorithm tells Left to make a suitable move on the com- 
ponent % in Case 1 and on the component G in Case 2. We now justify 
the algorithm. Let Left start the game (6, c) - (v, G), which is in situation 
A,. Assume that Left follows through the algorithm. 
First we observe that the two players should not exchange moves only 
on the component G forever. Otherwise this would mean that Left can 
win the game x - (w, G) by always moving on the component G and yet 
Right is able to reply to every move, where x is the diadic rational defined 
in the above Case 2. Now we show that Left can win by induction on N. 
After the two players have exchanged finitely many moves on the com- 
ponent G, one of them starts the first move on the component G. If that 
player is Left, then his move must be according to the prescription in 
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Case I and thtrn the game into situation B,-, . So we may assume that 
Right starts the first move on the component I??, say, he moves from 
(3, G) -- (t, 6) to (\‘> G) -- (t, C), G E R(u). Since (Li, G) -- (f, G) is a 
game in situation 5, ) rt 1 E prL(k). On the other hand, we know from the 
discussion in Case 2 that fin(5) = (-co, x] C u~~-~(W). Therefore 
if1 E ~l,+~(iii). The new position (@> i?) - (f, G) is in situation A,-_, I 
The next lemma is dual to the preceding one. 
LEMMA 4.2. Under the same assumptions us in Lemma 4.1. (ii, G) $ U,-(V) 
if 1,” E S(is). Similarly (ii, G) $ PI*-:(u) $ I,() E y(V). 
THEOREM 4.1. A graph G is a Z-gtq7h {fg for each uertex v in G, (v, g) is 
a Zuchswang game in the,frrmily F. 
Proof. “Only if.” Let G be a Z-graph. Then I, < I, and rlL < I’, 
whenever 21 E L(u) or 21 ER(u). From Lemma 4.2, E(U) C Us and 
B&U) C p,(u). From Lemma 4.1, y(u) C y,-(v) and S,(u) C 6,(v). 
“If.” Assume that G is not a Z-graph, say, because a(v) > /3(v) for 
some vertex U. If a(v) 3 /3(v), then there exists u E L(u) such that P(U) = E(U) 
and therefore (u, G) is not Zuchswang. We may assume that a(t) C P(t) for 
all vertices f in G. Let V denote the set of those vertices zi such that 
a(~) = ,8(v) with a minimum possible a(~). We assume further that, for 
u 6 V, a(v) is the open interval (-or), x). The other possibility that a(n) 
is a semiclosed interval is similar. For each v E V, there exists zf E L(U) with 
@(u) = u(v) = (---- co, x). When p(u) is an open interval, R(U) r> p(u) by 
Corollary 3.2. We have show that each vertex in V has a left successor in V. 
Therefore lhere is a directed circuit on V formed by Left edges. I-Ierrce 
(v, 6) can not be a ~L~~~sw~~~ game, 11 E I/. 
Remark. In fact a game (v, G) is a Zuchswang game iff the subgraph N, 
of G generated by all the vertices reachable from u is a Z-graph. Since (u, 6) 
is exaetiy the same game as (21~ WJ, we conclude t.hat a Zuchswang game 
is simply a vertex in a Z-graph. 
The outcome of a uchswang game (2;, C> is ~ol~~~~~t~i~ determined by I,; 
and r,, as follows, 
(i) If0 < 1, 7 then I..efL can win no matter wh0 goes first. 
(ii) If 0 = 1,. < rU i then ‘Left can draw (but can not force a winj 
by going first and can win by going second. 
(iii) ff I, c 0 c ru , then both players can draw no matter who goes 
first. 
(iv) If !,, :: 0 = .pU j then whoever goes first loses. 
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(v) If z, < 0 = ru , then Left will lose if he goes first and can draw 
(but can not force a win) if he goes second. 
(vi) If r, < 0, then Left will lose no matter who goes first. 
IIn particular, every numerical game can be identified as a Zuchswang 
game (v, G) on some graph G without cycles. Moreover, we always have 
1, = ru for a numerical game (v, G). 
The class of Zuchswang games is closed under addition and negation 
and forms an additive semigroup with the identity. If (v, G) and (5, G) are 
both Zuchswang games, then 
L+B = I, + I,, rv+B = r, C r,; 
l-, = -rv , and r-u = -1,. 
Let two games (v, G) and (6, G) be called equivalent in 9 if a,-(v) = 01&c)>, 
kb+> = P&9>, YdU) = Y&L and 6,(v) = a,@). In particular, two 
Zuchswang games (v, G) and (ti, c) are equivalent iff I, = I, and Y, = rs 
by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. We conclude in the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. Equivalent classes qf Zuchswang games in the family S 
form an additive semigroup in which the identity is the class of mover-losing 
games; and this semigroup is isomorphic to the diadic rational points (x, y) 
on the half plane x < y. 
For playing the sum of a Zuchswang game with an arbitrary game the 
optimum strategy based on information about the summand games is 
given in the proof of Theorem 4.1. In particular, this strategy applies to 
sums of Zuchswang games. 
5. SOLUTION TO DOUBLE HACKENBUSH AND A MODIFIED GAME 
It is straightforward to see that Double Hackenbush is Zuchswang. 
As in Theorem 4.2, each Double Hackenbush game h correspond to a pair 
(1,) rh) of diadic rationals. Let I/, and rh be called the lower and upper 
game values for h. The calculation for In and r, can be reduced to the 
calculation for the game values of Hackenbush games. First construct 
an equivalent Double Hackenbush game in which each single branch is a 
twig by iterating the following process. Whenever a single branch is not a 
twig, move the part of tree that this single branch supports to the new 
position which has the same support as this single branch (see Figure 4). 
Let k be a Double Hackenbush game in which every single branch is a 
twig. Let k,(k,) be the remaining part of k when all the single L-branches 
FIGURE 4 
(&branches) are removed. Consider k, and li, as Hackenbush games, i.e., 
disregard the distinction between single branches and double branches of 
the same color. Then the game values of k, and k, are the lower and upper 
game values of k. 
Double Hackenbush can be even more interesting when its rules are 
modified as follows. At each turn a player must pick one branch of his 
color. The part of the tree that is supported by this branch is then removed. 
Moreover if a double branch is picked, it should be removed, too. Tf a 
single branch is picked, change its color. The game governed by these new 
rules will be called MDH (modified Double Hackenbush). As well as 
Double Hackenbush, MDH generalizes Hackenbush, and is Zuchswang. 
The following algorithm is for calculating the lower game values for MDH 
games and the upper game values can be calculated by symmetry. 
Algorithm. First we calculate the lower game values for MDI-I strings. 
rder the branches om a string from root to top. Let k the maximum 
integer such that the first k branches are of the same color. On each branch, 
assign a weight as follows. The weight for each of the first II- branches is 1. 
For i > 1, the (k -t i)th branch has weight Zi-l if the (k -I- 1)st branch is a 
single L-branch and has weight 2 otherwise. Then the lower game value 
of the MDH string is equal to the total weight of all double L-branches 
minus the total weight of all R-branches. 
Now we consider MDH trees. When several strings are supported by 
a common node, replace them by one single string of double branches 
whose lower game value is the total lower game values of these strings. 
epeating this pn-ocess, we easily find the lower game values of all ~~~~ 
trees. 
6. WEAK ZUCHSWANC~ GAMES 
ost results on Zuchswang games can be generalized to a slightly wider 
cd the wenk ~~~~s~~an~ games. Let .B be the same family 
ction 4. A weak ~~~bswa~~ game in the family .9- is a 
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game in which, for any two positions u and v with u E L(b) or v E R(v), 
the following inequalities hold. 
a&) _c a,-(v), A&4 2 P&>; 
Y,-(U) c Y&%44> S,(u) _c S,(v). 
In words, it is never an advantage to move in weak Zuchswang games. 
A graph (in the sense of Section 4) is called a weak Z-graph if E(U) _C p(v) 
and y(u) _C 6(u) for every vertex v. The following theorem is an analog to 
Theorem 4. I. 
THEOREM 6.1. A graph is a weak Z-graph {f, for each vertex v, (v, G) is 
a weak Zuchswang game in the family R. 
The class of weak Zuchswang games is closed under addition and 
negation. It is then natural to ask about the additive structure on weak 
Zuchswang games. In order to generalize Theorem 4.2 to weak Zuchswang 
games, we first define the lower and upper game values for weak Zuchswang 
games. Let (v, G) be a weak Zuchswang game. There are five possibilities 
for a(v) and p(v). 
(i) a(D) = /3(u) = 0. 
(ii) a(v) = /3(v) = (- co, X) for some diadic rational x. 
(iii) a(v) = (- co, X) and p(u) = (- co, x] for some diadic rational x. 
(iv) cy(u) = /3(u) = (- cc, X] for some diadic rational X. 
(v) cf(v) = p(u) = (- co, co). 
ln each of these five cases, we define the lower game value of (v, G) as -co, 
x-, x, x+ and co, respectively. And the upper game vauel of (v, G) is 
defined ai the negative of the lower game value of -(v, G). Clearly two 
weak Zuchswang games are equivalent in .F iff they have the same lower 
game value and the same upper game value. Theorem 4.2 can be 
generalized as 
THEOREM 6.2. The lower and upper game values for weak Zuchswang 
games are additive with the following conventions on addition. 
(x + y)- 
x- + ‘+ = (x + y)+ 1 
for lower game valae, 
for upper game value. 
(-a)+ co = 
i 
-,” $;$;r~n::f~e 
Here is an example of weak Hackenbush game. 
~raneh-weighted Hcrckenbush. A number of rooted trees are given. 
Each branch has a ‘“weight,” which is either a nonzero integer, or co, 
or -~-- CQ. A legal Left move is to choose a positively weighted branch and 
reduce its weight by 2. A legal Right move is to choose a negatively 
weighted branch and increase its weight by 2. Whenever the weight of a 
branch becomes zero, that branch should be removed and any other 
branches which are then disconnected from the root should be removed, 
too. 
This game generaiizes Double Hackenbush. One may also modify the 
rules so that this game becomes a generalization of MDH. In either way, 
the game is weak Zuchswang. The algorithms for calculating the lower and 
upper game values of Double Hackenbush and MDH in Section 5 can be 
easily generalized for Branch-weighted Hackenbush. 
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